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Propensity score weighting is one of the techniques used in controlling for selection biases in non-experimental studies. Propensity scores can be used as weights to account for selection assignment differences between treatment and comparison groups. One of the advantages of this approach is that all the individuals in the study can be used for the outcomes evaluation. In this paper, we demonstrate how to conduct propensity score weighting using R. The purpose is to provide a step-by-step guide to propensity score weighting implementation for practitioners. In addition to strengths, some limitations of propensity score weighting are discussed.

The use of propensity scores is becoming part of the evaluation landscape (Guo & Fraser, 2015). Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) introduced the concept of propensity score analysis to address selection bias when random assignment is not feasible. As defined by Rosenbaum and Rubin, a propensity score is the conditional probability of assignment to a treatment condition given a set of observed covariates: \( e = p(z=i|X) \). When propensity scores are used, the resulting groups will have similar characteristics to those created through random assignment. Most of the applications related to propensity scores are in matching (Thoemmes & Kim, 2011). Recently, Randolph, Fable, Manuel, and Balloun (2014) in this journal, described in detail how to conduct propensity score matching using R.

A potential drawback of propensity scores when used for matching is that a very large number of subjects may be needed, especially in the control group (Guo & Fraser, 2015). And, dependent on the specific matching technique, the use of a caliper, and the number of subjects being matched to every subject in the control group (1 or more), a large number of those subjects in the control group may not be used (see Randolph et. al, 2014 for more information about propensity score matching). Given that in evaluation settings, data collection is costly for both treatment and control subjects, techniques that may be able to use all the subjects in the study pool should be preferred to techniques that discard substantial amounts of data. Propensity scores can also be used as weights in a linear model such as regression or ANOVA, so all the subjects in the control and treatment group can be used for this application.

This article will illustrate how to use propensity scores as weights in a weighted regression using R. Program evaluators can benefit tremendously from the ability to use propensity scores to create treatment and control groups that are matched in every way except for the intervention. This is especially appealing when this ability to match individuals will not mean sacrificing individuals who cannot be matched. In that sense, using propensity scores as weights represents a very powerful combination.

Using Propensity Scores as weights in a weighted regression

The idea behind the use of propensity scores as weights is to control the influence of participants by weighting their responses based on their propensity scores (also known as reweighting, McCaffrey, Ridgeway & Morrall, 2004). The key of this analysis is the creation of weights based on propensity scores.
Thus, one advantage compared to matching is that all the individuals in the sample are used (Guo & Fraser, 2015) rather than only matched cases. The relevance of cases in the analysis however can be down-weighted dependent on their propensity scores. A second advantage of this approach is that most statistical software allows the use of weights in linear models such as regression, ANOVA, or multivariate analysis (Green, 2013). Therefore, its implementation may be easier for users who may not be familiar with R or Stata. Finally, when using propensity scores as weights, several treatment effects can be estimated. Most social scientists are familiar with the so-called Average Treatment Effect (or ATE), which is the difference in the outcome variable between the average score for the individuals in the treatment group and the individuals in the control group. In this paper we will present the estimation of weights using the ATE model only.

**Introduction to R and the required packages**

**Brief introduction to R**

In this article, we use R (R Core Team, 2014) to demonstrate the implementation and use of propensity scores as weights in a regression model. R is becoming an important resource in the program evaluation community because it is very powerful, it is continuously updated and maintained by the top statisticians in the world, and it is open-source software and so it is free. There are several interfaces that can be used to run the software. The authors use R-studio (RStudio, 2015). The R software requires different packages, just like other statistical programs require specific routines for specific purposes (i.e., proc’s in SAS, or modules in SPSS). The user can download those packages from the Internet and install them, and it is recommended to run updates on all the different components about every two months. There are a very large number of packages intended to run almost every imaginable analysis. Although readers are encouraged to search for resources in the R project for statistical computing website (http://www.r-project.org/), Beaujen (2013) in this journal provides a very good introduction to R using Factor analysis.

For this article, there are four packages that need to be installed: 1) Generalized boosted regression models (gbm; Ridgeway, 2015), 2) procedures for psychological, psychometrics and personality research (psych; Revelle, 2015), 3) regression modeling strategies (rms; Harrell, 2015), and 4) nonparametric preprocessing for parametric causal inference (MatchIt; Ho, Imai, King, & Stuart, 2011).

**Description of the data**

For this demonstration, we use one of the datasets that is included in several packages used to compute propensity scores. The datafile name is “lalonde”, and the version used in this paper is included in the package MatchIt. This datafile is widely used to illustrate the use of propensity score packages, and was developed by Lalonde (1986) to demonstrate the impact of a retraining program (National Supported Work Demonstration). The data file included in MatchIt contains 614 observations, with 185 in the treatment group and 429 in the control group. The outcome variable is re78, which is the income for individuals in both groups during 1978.

**Steps in conducting propensity score weighting**

In order to conduct an analysis involving propensity scores, the authors follow a very specific set of steps that include:

1. Outcome analysis without the use of propensity scores
2. Balance analysis prior to the implementation of propensity scores
3. Propensity score estimation
4. Weight estimation using propensity scores
5. Balance analysis after implementing propensity scores
6. Outcomes analysis using propensity scores in a weighted regression

Before the steps are detailed, readers should be aware that methodologists speak about two models when using propensity scores: 1) a **selection model**, which is intended to estimate the effect of selection bias on the treatment variable, and 2) an **outcome model**, which is intended to explore the effect of the treatment variable (and other potential covariates) on the outcome variable. Adequate selection models are critical for the success of propensity scores, whether as part of matching or as weights. Selection models should always include variables believed to have an impact on the selection process, and be based on a deep understanding of the literature related to the specific topic under study. Guo & Fraser (2015) among others have demonstrated that misspecification of the...
selection model can have serious consequences in their effectiveness for controlling selection bias.

\# Regression analysis before introducing weights
> model0 <- lm(re78 ~ treat + black + hispan + married, data = lalonde)
> summary(model0)

## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 6292.2 566.7 11.104 < 2e-16 ***
## treat -1204.1 820.5 -1.477 0.143566
## black -1939.4 806.9 -2.404 0.016531 *
## hispan -369.4 971.4 -0.380 0.703977
## married 2217.4 644.0 3.445 0.000614 ***

## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
## Residual standard error: 7360 on 668 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared:  0.03579,  Adjusted R-squared:  0.02945
## F-statistic: 5.651 on 4 and 668 DF,  p-value: 0.0001585

Figure 1. Regression analysis before introducing propensity score as weights. Note for all the figures related to R code: # = comment, ### = output

1. Outcome analysis without the use of propensity scores

In this step, we run an outcome analysis without the use of propensity scores. This analysis is helpful to gauge what might have been the result of the outcome analysis had we not used propensity scores to control for potential selection biases associated with group assignment. Figure 1 below presents the result of this analysis.

In this example, the outcome variable is re78, the treatment variable is treat, and all the other variables are covariates that might affect the outcome. As can be observed in Figure 1, there is no treatment effect (the variable treat is not statistically significant), but the black and married covariates are statistically significant at p < 0.05.

2. Balance analysis prior to the implementation of propensity scores

This step is intended to assess the degree of bias between the groups before the propensity score is incorporated in the analysis. This step also helps to assess the degree of improvement after propensity scores are included. Typical analyses include statistical comparisons between the covariate (as DV) and the treatment variable (as IV). Figure 2 below is an example of the code used to assess statistical balance for both a continuous (re74) and a categorical variable (nodegree) using linear regression.

Figure 2 shows an imbalance for both the continuous and categorical variables included in the pre-analysis between the treatment and control groups (variable “treat”), and highlights the importance of conducting balance adjustments. Both variables show some serious discrepancies between groups, and if it is assumed that if these variables are important for group selection, then it is very important to try to correct this imbalance. Decisions like this require not only statistical knowledge but also knowledge about the field.

\# re74 (a continuous variable)
> ref.re74.ATE <- lm(re74 ~ treat, data=lalonde)

## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 5615.2 363.1 15.540 < 2e-16 ***
## treat -3623.7 552.2 -6.601 3.46e-10 ***

\# nodegree (a dichotomous variable)
> ref.nodegree.ATE <- glm(nodegree ~ treat, data=lalonde, family = binomial ())
> summary(ref.nodegree.ATE)

## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) 0.59189 0.05842 10.502 6.84e-25 ***
## treat 0.40433 0.16931 2.401 0.01733 **

Figure 2. Pre-analysis assessment of the balance for a continuous (re74) and a categorical (nodegree) variable

3. Propensity score estimation

The next step is the estimation of the propensity scores that will be used as weights in the analysis. In this paper, two techniques used to estimate propensity scores are illustrated: a) Logistic Regression, b) Generalized Boosted Models

a) Logistic regression

Logistic regression is the technique that is generally associated with propensity scores (Austin, 2011). Logistic regression is used to determine the probability of membership in the treatment or control group, given the specific set of selection variables included. Figure 3 includes the code used to: 1) estimate propensity scores using logistic regression, 2) convert the model results into predicted values that can be used as weights, and 3) bind those scores to the original data file:

The selection model presented in Figure 3 assumes that the variables age, educ, nodegree, re74, and re75 have an influence on the assignment to either the control or the treatment group. Figure 3 also shows
that both age and re75 are not statistically significant. There is some dispute in the field regarding the variables to be included in the final selection model. Authors such as Caliendo and Kopeinig (2008) suggest the addition of all the variables affecting selection, regardless of their statistical significance. This is an area where more research is needed.

### Figure 3. Code to estimate propensity scores using logistic regression, create predicted values, and bind the scores to the original file.

Note: the subcommand type = “response” saves the predicted value from the logistic regression so it can be used as the propensity score.

#### b) Generalized Boosted Model

Models developed using logistic regression may not produce the best propensity scores. In those cases, it is suggested to try to modify the model by adding polynomial or interaction terms (Dehejia & Wahba, 1999). However, there is little guidance that can be used to determine what specific combination of terms may produce the best model. Furthermore, there is some evidence that suggests that logistic regression can be sensitive to the functional form of the relationship between the set of variables in the model and the treatment variable (McCaffrey, Ridgeway, and Morral, 2004). McCaffrey et. al. have suggested an alternative approach for the development of propensity scores by using Generalized Boosted Models. Generalized Boosted Models are based on decision trees that create a complex model by combining multiple simple models using iterative algorithms. Through this iterative process, these models will then include interactions and polynomial terms that will produce a better model without external guidance. A potential drawback of this approach for some might be the fact that the specific characteristics of the model (i.e., the variables as well as variable polynomials or interaction terms) cannot be identified. However, for the purposes of fitting the model, this may not be an important disadvantage. Readers are encouraged to go to the original sources for more information about the technique. Figure 4 includes the code needed to run a generalized boosted model.

#### Figure 4. Code to run a Generalized Boosted Model

It is important to be aware that the specific fit is dependent on parameters such as the number of trees (n.trees), the interaction depth (interaction.depth), the fraction of the data used for training (train.fraction), and the threshold to stop the iterations (shrinkage). The parameters included in this example (except for the number of trees) are the defaults recommended by the developers (Ridgeway, 2015). Table 1 contains the function name and its meaning according to the gbm package (Ridgeway, 2015).

### Table 1. Functions and their meanings in gbm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function name</th>
<th>Function meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n.trees</td>
<td>Maximum number of iterations that gbm will perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interaction.depth</td>
<td>It controls for the level of interactions allowed in gbm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shrinkage</td>
<td>Regulates the amount of smoothness of the resulting model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>train.function</td>
<td>Portion of the sample used to compute out-of-sample estimates of the loss function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 includes part of the output that indicates the relative influence of the variables in the final model, as well as the code to bind the predicted scores to the datafile. The figure shows that the variable re75 had the greatest influence in the boosted model, followed by age and re74. However, compared to the output from the logistic regression (Figure 3), it can be noticed that in this case, other than the relative influence, very little is known about the model. Readers are directed to Ridgeway, McCaffrey, Morral, Griffin & Burgette (2013) for more information about fit interpretation. It is difficult at this point to determine what approach
may be more effective for the estimation of propensity scores. Some evidence seems to suggest that generalized boosted models may outperform logistic regression (McCaffrey et al., 2004), but this is an area that needs more research. Readers are encouraged to describe in detail the procedure they followed for their development of propensity scores, as well as to scan the literature for new developments in this area.

4. Weight estimation using propensity scores

In order to use propensity scores in a weighted regression, the propensity scores \( \hat{e}(x) \) need to be transformed so they can be used as weights in a linear regression. The weight estimates for the ATE are estimated as follows: for the individuals in the treatment group:

\[
\omega = \frac{1}{\hat{e}(x)} \quad (1)
\]

And for the individuals in the control group:

\[
\omega = \frac{1}{1 - \hat{e}(x)} \quad (2)
\]

As explained earlier, every statistical software package that runs regression has routines for weighted regression. Figures 6 and 7 shows the code needed to transform the propensity scores according to equations 1 and 2. These equations can be used with propensity scores calculated using either logistic regression (Figure 6) or Generalized Boosted Models (Figure 7). The code used to compute and save weights to the dataset follows.

a. Estimation and storing weights using propensity score estimated using logistic regression

```r
#--- Weights for ATE: We define the weights using:
## for the treatment group: 1/lalonde$psvalue
## for the control group: 1/(1-lalonde$psvalue)

#--- Attaching weight to the lalonde dataset
> lalonde$weight.ATE <- ifelse(lalonde$treat == 1, 1/lalonde$psvalue, 1/(1-lalonde$psvalue))
```

Figure 6. Code to transform the propensity scores to weights estimated using logistic regression.

b. Estimation and storing weights using propensity score estimated using Generalized Boosted Model

```r
# Weights for ATE: We define the weights using:
## for the treatment group: 1/lalonde$psvalue
## for the control group: 1/(1-lalonde$psvalue)

> lalonde$weight.ATE <- ifelse(lalonde$treat == 1, 1/lalonde$psvalue, 1/(1-lalonde$psvalue))
```

Figure 7. Code to transform the propensity scores to weights estimated using the Generalized Boosted Model.

5. Balance analysis after implementing propensity scores

The ultimate purpose of using propensity scores is to balance the treatment/comparison groups on the observed covariates. This purpose does not change when using the propensity scores as weights in a weighted regression. To assess the success of the propensity scores as weights in a weighted regression for removing selection bias, a new set of tests to check the balance should be performed. Figures 8 and 9 present the results of tests similar to those presented in Figure 2. However, now weighted linear and generalized linear regressions are performed using the computed propensity scores as weights. Figure 8 presents the balance assessment for a continuous (re74) and a categorical (nodegree) variable using propensity scores weights computed using logistic regression. Figure 9 presents the balance for the same variables using propensity scores weights using the Generalized Boosted Model.

Figures 8 and 9 show that to run the balance test after creating the propensity scores the subcommand “weights = (weight.ATE)” for logistic regression, or
“(weight.gATE)” for the Generalized Boosted Model need to be added to the regression model. Figures 8 and 9 also show that although there was some improvement in the balance, there might still be some bias, since the coefficient for the variable treat is statistically significant.

### 1. Propensity score weights: Logistic regression

```r
--- re74 (a continuous variable) ---
> aft.re74.ATE <- lm(re74 ~ treat + data.date, weights = (weight.ATE))
> summary(aft.re74.ATE)
```

**Figure 8.** Balance checking using propensity score weights computed using logistic regression

```r
--- nodegree (a dichotomous variable) ---
> aft.nodegree.ATE <- glm(nodegree ~ treat + data.date + family + binomial()), weights = (weight.ATE))
> summary(aft.nodegree.ATE)
```

**Figure 9.** Balance checking using propensity score weights computed using the Generalized Boosted Model

### 2. Propensity score weights: Generalized Boosted Model

```r
--- re74 (a continuous variable) ---
> aft.re74.gATE <- lm(re74 ~ treat + data.lalonde, weights = (weight.ATE))
> summary(aft.re74.gATE)
```

### 3. Weighted regression analysis using propensity score weights from Generalized Boosted Model

```r
--- weighted regression analysis using propensity score weights from Generalized Boosted Model. ---
> model.gATE <- lm(re78 ~ treat + black + hispanic + married, data = lalonde, weights = (weight.ATE))
> summary(model.gATE)
```

**Figure 10.** Weighted regression using propensity score weights computed through logistic regression

**Figure 11.** Weighted regression using propensity score weights computed through the Generalized Boosted Model

A comparison of the results of the analysis presented in Figures 10 and 11 to the results of the analysis presented in Figure 1 shows that the effect of the treatment was statistically significant after the groups are balanced using propensity scores. However, this was only the case when the propensity scores were estimated using logistic regression (Figure 10). There was no statistically significant treatment effect after balancing the groups using propensity scores estimated using the Generalized Boosted Model (Figure 11). The discrepancy in the results is a clear indication that the model fit achieved by both techniques is different. It also highlights the fact that more research is needed to determine which technique may yield results that are more accurate. To date, the authors are not aware of any formal comparison between the goodness of fit for these two techniques. Readers are encouraged to search the literature for new research that may help clarify this difference.

### Conclusion

Propensity score analysis is a technique that has proven useful for evaluators trying to assess the outcomes of quasi-experiments and observational studies. A drawback associated with propensity scores...
matching is the fact that, dependent on the specific matching technique used, there may be a need for a very large number of individuals in the control group. Furthermore, many of those individuals may not be used in the end, because they are not matched to individuals in the treatment group. This can be a major problem for evaluators trying to match individuals, because the sample sizes associated with local evaluations are not large enough to afford such waste. Similarly, treated subjects will be excluded if a match cannot be found in what is known as bias due to incomplete matching (Austin, 2014). Losing subjects in the treatment group threatens the internal consistency and generalizability of the treatment effect (Austin, 2014). Therefore, the ability to use all the individuals in the control and treatment groups for the outcomes analysis is an advantage of propensity score weighting. Not only are all the individuals included in the analysis, but statistical power to detect the treatment effect is maintained (Stone & Tang, 2013).

Similarly, using propensity scores as weights can be implemented in statistical techniques such as regression, ANOVA or any other multivariate technique that accepts weights. Glynn and Quinn (2010) propose a slight correction to the original propensity-scores-as-weights model, which makes propensity score weighting doubly robust. That is, as long as either the selection- or the outcomes-model is correct, the estimates will be satisfactory. Finally, propensity score weighting can incorporate time-dependent covariates and works with censored data (Curtis, Hammill, Eisenstein, Kramer & Anstrom, 2007; Xu et al., 2010). Readers are directed to the sources for more information about the benefits of using propensity scores as weights.

However, propensity score weighting has some limitations. In particular, it is very sensitive to the misspecification of the propensity score model (Freedman & Berk, 2008). When propensity score weights are estimated from misspecified models, they can exert a negative effect (Harder, Stuart & Anthony, 2010), and will result in biased treatment effect estimates (Stone & Tang, 2013). This limitation highlights the importance of a thoughtful specification of the selection model for the successful use of the propensity score weighting technique.
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Note:
The complete printout for the example described in the paper can be downloaded from http://pareonline.net/sup/v20n13sup.pdf.
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